FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Will I have to buy / rent the BiobiN?
No, you will not have to buy a BiobiN. Our service is based on a rental model.
BiobiN is rented monthly for a contract period. BiobiN will rent out food buckets at a fee per usage if required by the client.
Fee does not include the cost of transporting the BiobiN to a compost or worm site
What type of space do I need to fit the BiobiN on my premises?
Please read about our sizes, requirements and footprint here.
You will need access to electricity as our filter boxes run off electricity.
What sizes are available?
There are three sizes of BiobiN available: 2m³, 6.5m³ and 10m³ sizes and for larger food waste generators, a bespoke
BiobiN using the same footprint as the 10 m³ could be made to order.
What kind of staff do I need?
You do not need any additional staff. We train your waste staff on how to use the BiobiN. We also have dedicated staff
who regularly check the BiobiNs for % full, amount of carbon you have on site and if there are any smells, maggots or
leaks.
How does it get service? What do I pay etc.
Your rental fee includes :
Trained operating agent/s on site
Carbon requirements
Management fee
Monthly reporting
Normal repairs and maintenance

What happens to the food waste in the BiobiN?
The food waste is mixed with equal amounts of carbon while in the BiobiN, once the BiobiN is full, the food waste
is taken to either a composting site or transferred to a windrow to be turned into compost.
Is this compost now mine? And what costs are involved in making it mine?
If you do on-site composting then the compost is yours, if it is taken to a composting site, as the composter has to
incur costs to turn this into final compost, the compost remains the property of the composter. However, we may
be able to negotiate a discount if you wanted to buy compost from that composter.
Does the BiobiN need any inoculator added to it to make it work?
No, the BiobiN does not need any inoculator or additives to make it work, it is nature doing its work in a sealed
aerated vessel.
How much electricity does it use monthly?
The fan is a 0,75-kilowatt motor and it uses around R400 worth of electricity a month.

Please contact us if you have any more
questions

